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At Calshot Primary School we are always AIMING HIGH!

Supporting the Community

The school have joined up with Asda to engage in a range of activities in the local community. Last Friday, a group of our Year 4 children took part in a litter pick at Turnberry Park with support from Michaela Hawthorn (Asda). I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mrs Webb and Miss Surman for supporting the children in this project.

'It was amazing, we collected 14 bags of rubbish and it was hard work! We found a toilet seat and I found a shoe and a cone. It was loads of fun and we loved working with Asda. We all washed our hands lots of times and I hope to do it again.' - Edward (Y4)

'It was brilliant, but a lot of hard work. We found lots of unusual things like a toilet seat lid, two shoes and a 2kg cone! We all helped each other and it was brilliant working with Asda. Altogether, we collected 14 bags of rubbish. When we finished we got to play in the play area and it was fun!' - Ben (Y4)

Year 4 Assembly

'Our assembly was 'Walk like an Egyptian'. Aiden and Musa were nervous and I was a little scared too. I think the parents liked the assembly, it was really good! There was a dance and an acting part, I was child 6. The funniest part was in a song when we had to get our heads nodding like a chicken pecking. I was really happy when I saw my mum and dad. My mum thought the play was wonderful. Two people were away, so Sam and Ashley stepped in, they were great!' - Cassius (4P)

'In our assembly we were child 5 and a dancer. The play was amazing and we had so much fun, everybody enjoyed themselves. It was interesting to learn about the Ancient Egyptians. Our clever, brilliant teachers were really proud of us. I hope everyone enjoyed it as much as we did. Thank you to Mr Mitchell, Miss Clark, Mrs Patterson, Mrs Waring and Mrs Nandra for helping us.' - Annie and Chloe (4M)

An enormous thank you to all the family members who came along to support our children......it makes the event extra special for them!
World Book Day

‘I was a dragon, I had a tail. I like dragon stories the best.’ - Shiloh (Sparrows)

‘On World Book Day we wrote a description of a story setting and then we used cardboard boxes to make our story setting. It was fun! We read stories and dressed up as book characters.’ - Brandon (2H)

‘World Book Day was so cool! I got to see everybody’s beautiful costumes, it was really funny! 4P wrote a story and I included a furious dragon. I wrote a story and I was really proud of it. I was so happy.’ - Ryana (4P)

Language Alive - Reception

‘We went on an adventure. We looked for treasure, it was under a snake! It was lots of fun.’ - Kellan (Sparrows)

‘I liked it when little Bear got his medal for being brave and strong.’ - Ellie (Wrens)

‘We helped Baby Bear get to sleep. We sang to him, but he would not sleep. He kept saying no, so we went on an adventure.’ - Elsie (Sparrows)

‘I liked the snake, we had to make it go away.’ - Alvin (Wrens)

Healthy Heart Assembly

‘On Monday we had a healthy heart assembly. Paulette told us about hearts. Then she told two teachers to come up. Mrs Broome picked me to come up and help her. We were the red team and Mr Wingrove was the blue team. Red won! Then we had some questions.’ - Amarah-Jae (2T)

‘Today we had an assembly about how our heart works. If your heart is not right you will not feel well. Some people grow up and there are problems with their heart. The heart is the most important organ because it helps you stay alive. The heart is protected by the rib-cage.’ - Ashley (4P)

_I would like to thank Paulette (parent) for planning and delivering this memorable assembly!_

School Fund

This week £20 was collected in School Fund. May I take this opportunity to thank all the parents who have paid, some of whom have paid for the whole half term, as this means we can buy those ‘extra’ things for the children.

St Paul’s Community Hall - Helpers Needed

Every other Wednesday, St Pauls’ Community Hall run a lunch club for elderly people and they are looking for volunteers. If you can spare time to help them, please contact Ms Patricia Groves on 0121 357 4667 or 07984 579530. Thank you.

W.Simner

(Head Teacher)